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ABSTRACT 

 
In this study, we present a new image completion method based on image entropy 

reduction. We complete the missing region with semantically matching images, which 

maximizes the reduction in the combined entropy of all regions in the image. We use labeled 

regions (high confidence regions) to complete the uncertain regions. By contrast, existing 

image completion methods focus on simple filling and ignore creative and semantic matching 

completion. Entropy reduction can yield higher accuracy of semantic image matching than 

existing image completion methods. We use Poisson blending and blending optimization 

(color handling) to complete the missing region with higher-quality results. The superiority of 

our method to existing image completion algorithms is validated. Experiments using an image 

database show that our method significantly improves the completion results. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 
Image completion (also called hole filing or inpainting) is used to replace or fill in the 

missing region of an image with new data in such a manner that the modification cannot be 

detected. Previous research details two classical strategies for image completion. 

1.1 Discussion on related work 

In the first strategy, the missing region is reconstructed by extending data from the 

original image. The most significant methods involve extending adjacent contours and 

textures into the missing region [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. This concept uses example-based texture 
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